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Matrix to showcased its range of Telecom &
Security solutions at Engineering EXPO 2013, Hyderabad, India.

M

atrix Comsec, India based
leading manufacturer and provider
of Telecom and Security solutions,
will showcased its Office-in-a-box,
Android mobile softphone, Branch
office gateways, Access control
and Video surveillance solutions at
Engineering EXPO 2013, Hyderabad.
Engineering EXPO is a multi-location
trade show providing the platform
to showcase products & services
in specific regions depending on
various business requirements.
During the event, Matrix
will also showcase office-in-a-box

solution ‘NAVAN CNX200’, targeted
for small business and branch
offices. NAVAN CNX200 is a single
box solution that offers voice, data,
wireless, internet, mobility and
messaging features. Further, Matrix
telecom will showcase ‘SPARSH
MS’ mobile softphone application,
specially developed to work with
ETERNITY range of IP-PBXs for
complete mobility while working
away from the office.
In addition, Matrix will also
showcase COSEC DOOR PVR, a
unique contactless palm vein reader
based door controller ideal for

hospitals, chemical organizations,
mines, factories and corporate
houses. Furthermore, Matrix will
showcase SATATYA NVR400 – IP
based network video recording
solution for IP camera surveillance
and centralized management.
“Engineering EXPO 2013 is an
exclusive platform to work closely
with SMEs and play a crucial role
not only in business development,
but also in increasing profitability.
We look forward to greet our
visitors and explain them about our
products and services to benefit
their businesses.” said Sajeev Nair,
Product Marketing Manager.

Matrix to launch office-in-a-Box solution at CommunicAsia-2013
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atrix Comsec will launch
its Office-in-a-Box solution NAVAN
CNX200 at CommunicAsia Singapore. Matrix is a leading manufacturer of IP based business phone
systems and VoIP-GSM Gateways.
NAVAN CNX200 is a single
box solution that fulfills all Voice,
Data, Internet, Wireless, Mobility
and Messaging needs of small
businesses and branch offices.
NAVAN CNX200 is a compact and

converged platform that delivers
advance IP-PBX functionality and
offers secured internet, wireless
access, data networking and virtual
private networking.
Optimized for service provider
business, NAVAN CNX200 offers
bundling of managed communication
services and high-speed internet
over 3G/HSPA and leased lines. This
further helps service providers to
reduce operational costs, increase
ARPU and leverage communication
infrastructure and services.
“CommunicAsia has been
a platform for us to launch new
products for global markets since
many years. Apart from Office-ina-Box solution,we are showcasing
Executive-class IP Phones with TouchScreen Display andAndroid based
Mobile Softphone Client for Matrix
IP-PBXsat
CommunicAsia2013
saidSajeev Nair, Marketing Manager
– Telecom Products.”
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